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Affidavit of Explanation Addendum to
Affidavit of Ownership by Averment
EXPLANATION
Annexed to this Affidavit of Explanation is a counter-deed which replaces all governance and
presumptions of governance by counter-deed over the person EUGENE RICHARD HIDALGO with a
pure and voluntary agreement between Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo (a flesh and blood man) governor of
EUGENE RICHARD HIDALGO (a fiction; construct of the State) and Rick DeHijo Ben-Yah (a new
creature in Christ Jesus not entangled with the United States or any earthly governance).
SECURITY AGREEMENT
In areas of financial obligation and transactions where no constitutional money can be found,
1. EUGENE RICHARD HIDALGO voluntarily agrees to the following:
A. The UNITED STATES is “OBLIGEE” of “all public and private debts” in accordance with HJR 192
of June 1933 and subsequent public law such as PL 73-10.
B. Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo shall never be accommodating party to any transaction to which
EUGENE RICHARD HIDALGO is party.
C. To indemnify Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo all any financial obligation effecting his living standard or
livelihood.
2. Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo voluntarily agrees to the following:
A. An affirmation of poverty.
B. To work for the exclusive benefit of Jesus Christ through RICK DEHIJO BEN-YAH TRUST (an
ecclesiastical agent/embassy of the Kingdom of God).
3. Rick DeHijo Ben-Yah voluntarily agrees to the following:
A. To govern all the “work” and proceeds of such “work” in accordance to the laws of the Testator of
the New Testament.
B. To hold all Title, Rights, Interest, and Use to all property of Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo.
C. To distribute such Rights, Interest, and Use to applicable ministries founded under its governance
for the benefit of Jesus Christ.
In all other areas of life and contracts,
1. EUGENE RICHARD HIDALGO volunteers to remain absent and neutral.
2. Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo volunteers to live life in accordance with the New Testament of Jesus Christ.
3. Rick DeHijo Ben-Yah volunteers to manage, administrate, facilitate, Execute, and ordain the actions
and affairs of Eugene-Richard; Hidalgo.
As an adopted Son of God, by Immersion (Baptism), my statements are of authority and truth. (James
5:12, John 1:12-14, Romans 8:14-17, 1 John 3:1-5)
I declare and affirm that the above
the best of my knowledge, understanding, and belief.
Executed on this
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is true and correct to
, anno Domini 2018.
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